READ ALIKE SUGGESTIONS FOR... DRAMA BY RAINA TELGEMEIER

COMICS

GROSSOVER by Kwame Alexander

THE BABY-SITTERS CLUB by Ann M. Martin

awkward by Sidekick Chinen

El Dragón by Jose Giron

Flora & Ulysses by Kate DiCamillo

REAL FRIENDS by Shannon Hale and LeUyen Pham

ROLLER GIRL by Victoria Jamscript

SUNNY SIDE UP by Amy Krouse Rosenthal

INVISIBLE Emmie by Erin E. Elinson

CLICK by Blake Hoena

CHAPTER BOOKS

DORK Diaries by Rachel Renée Russell

BABYMOUSE by Jennifer Leczkowski

The Popularity Papers by Roger Green

DIARY of a Wimpy Kid: The Last Straw by Jeff Kinney

FRAZZLED by Matt Phlip

MIDDLE SCHOOL: WORST YEARS OF MY LIFE by James Patterson

Amelia's BOY: SURVIVAL GUIDE to Endless Elementary School by Nancy Parent

Big Nate: A Class of His Own by Lincoln Peirce

Everyday Disasters and the Impossible Doom by Jeff Di Domenico